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ADHD Screening Test, QbTest, a Reliable Gauge for Medication Effect
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Study: QbTest a More Accurate Indicator of ADHD Medication
Effects Than Rating Scales
The ADHD screening test “QbTest” is a more accurate and reliable gauge of medication effects in
adults than the traditional ADHD Self-Report Scale, according to a new study.
BY LILLY CONSTANCE
June 22, 2021
The ADHD screening test “QbTest” (Quantified Behavioral Test) captured 86% of adult

patients’ treatment effects from medication compared to the 37% captured by the traditional ADHD SelfReport Scale (ASRS), according to a study published in the Journal of Clinical Psychopharmacology.1
QbTest is an FDA-cleared, virtual test that measures core ADHD symptoms in 15 to 20 minutes.

In the newly published study, 77 adults with ADHD completed the QbTest and self-rated their ADHD
symptoms and quality of life before and during treatment with medication.
At 1- and 6-month follow-up visits, the QbTest measured significant effect of ADHD medication
compared to the moderate effect demonstrated by the ASRS. The researchers concluded that the QbTest
was more sensitive to medication effects and was a more accurate reflection of gains in quality of life.
One of the authors of the study, Dr. Perry Roy, M.D., concluded, “QbTest has proven to show highly
sensitive measures of treatment effect, which could lead to better treatment decisions, use of other
therapies, and the ability to avoid unnecessarily high doses of stimulant medication.”2
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